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Discover the VT540, Vipal’s new tread for mixedcondition terrain!
In a constant effort to improve its product portfolio, Vipal announces the launch of its new
tread: the VT540. Its design was conceived without rotation direction, aiming to facilitate
the mounting operation when rotating tires. In addition to presenting excellent drive power, the
product already comes with 3PMSF approval, known as the Alpine Symbol, which attests to its
quality for use in severe snow conditions, and is also indicated for use in aggressive muddy
terrain.
To present versatility of application and good adherence on different types of surfaces, its
compound was optimized to ensure excellent abrasion wear resistance.
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VT 540 means:
V

Vipal tread

T

Tread recommended for use in drive axles

540

Hundred 500 represents treads for use on roads and paved and non-paved streets

Reinforced hump: Designed
to increase casing protection
against damage, minimizing
hump loosening (bulging)
problems and protecting belts
against eventual damage.
Self-cleaning: The groove
geometry was designed to
expel mud and snow more
easily, helping to maintain
tyre adherence to the ground.
Shoulders:
Contoured
shoulder
opening
that
prevents the onset and
spreading of cuts and breaks.
Groove geometry: The combination of variable angles and contours ensures that
fewer rocks get embedded in the tread.
Eye Control: Suggestive wear indicator.
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Eye Control Technology
The new Vipal technology, named Eye Control, will act as a helper to the end user, fulfilling the
purpose of being a suggestive tread wear indicator.
Through Eye Control, the user will be able to identify tire anomalies, the suggested time for
rotation, as well as the moment to remove the tire for a new retread.
See below the details and operation of Eye Control:
This indicator makes it
possible to identify anomalies
in alignment, balancing and
geometry.
This indicator suggests tire
rotation, looking for the wear
adjustment.
At this point, the
recommendation is to change
the tires, aiming the casing
preservation.
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Recommended application

Mixed

Optional application

Off-road

Regional

Alpine symbol

Construction
Radial

Mud and Snow

Axles

Drive

Vehicles

Medium duty Truck (Tandem axle)
Single axle Tractor Truck

Technical information:
Code

Description

N#
mm

in

kg / m

lb / ft

mm

in

Recommended tyre

440076

VT540

10.5

240

9 1/2

5,61

3.77

22

28/32

295 315 12.00

440077

VT540

11.0

250

9 7/8

5,88

3.95

22

28/32

295 315 12.00

440078

VT540

11.0

260

10 1/4

6,06

4.07

22

28/32

295 305 315 12.00 13.00

440079

VT540

11.5

270

10 5/8

6,31

4.24

22

28/32

305 315 13.00

The VT540 tread is available for sale in all countries except Brazil.
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